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ABSTRACT 

The project work is the Design and Cons'.rllction of Dark Activated Intruder Alarm 

System. It is design to provide security against intruder, using sensor and time-out delay 

circuitry. The sensor is sensitive to shadow that is cast on it which through comparator 

activates the time out delay section. This section in turn holds the signal for 5 seconds 

before it is sent to the alarm section. The reason for this delay is to avoid false alarm due 

to presser that may cross the sensor. The alarm is made of a piezoelectric alaml which . 
powered by 9v supply. The whole system is powered by on de supply of 9v . 

• 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTHODUCTION 

1.1 General In f roduction 

Thc bnsic Ilcl'ds OrhUIll(l1l beillg :trL' l(lOtl, shelter ;md v.ateL When these needs arc 

satislicd, thc next is the nced lor security 0" lik ;lI1d pr()p~rty. It is neccssary to device 

(clcct roll ic) system t hat can mOil i tor Wil;l tis happell i Ilg :lI'()t Illd our homes alld 0 nices 

when we are around or not. Since any llmn of infusiol1 by hUll1an being is brought about 

by mo\emcllt of sOlllcthing or his bod:!. Olis makes it possible to device a system to 

detect the presence 01' someone. 

There are many ways to detect this movement for example, using trip wire which 

am cnl1tact \'vith thL' \vire causcs an ablill to switch Oil. Another example is the lise or 

infra red light. When these lights arc obstructed hom the sel1Stlr, due to movelllent of allY 

il1~rudcr across it, it causes alarm to s'vvitch 011. All these are not cost elTective because 

one will need 1110re 111<111 olle infra red light in order not to C;llISC hllse alarm. Similarly. 

the trip win: Illust be planted so that the intruder will lind il difficult crossing it without 

l'elching tlte wire. This shows lhal one will tleed more tlWIl one trip wire. To overcome 

these problems, this project intends to provide (l solution using natural means. Tllis 

projcct llses the sh<ldow that is cast suddellly on the senser tCl provide a fornl of trigger 

Ill!' the ;d;lrIl1 to g(l Ill\. This design took into collsidcrLltillll cost. scnsitivity, efficiency. 

satety. reliability alld availability, 

1.2 Aims and Objective 

The aim and ohjective of this prllje('( is In show tl1:11 tllc security 01':\ "Ollll~ or :111 

ol'licc can be I1mint<lin lIsing a silllpic am! sensitive c:cdric circllit c<lIkd the Dark 



Vtiyated Intludn Almnl system, The beauly or this project is it lIS(' of natural means (i.e, 

,;l\aclow) to detect an intruder. The cost associated with other means of security system is 

also taken care or in this project. 

I.J Methodology 

\)(lrk acti\'ated intruder alarm SVStl'll1. 1\1 it scope describe how the shadow that 

1;111s on the sensor can trigger all alarm system, The system uses sensor due to shadow 

f~llling on it. to the reference voltage from a source, Using the principle of voltage 

divider, a light dependent resistor l.DR i~; connected in parallel to a variable resistor 

\\hich is used to \'ary the required intensit) of'the light required to cause the comparator 

t() he ON the output of the comparator activates CD4()()O ripple/oscillator which generutes 

a time of' delay, Arter the designed time dclay elapses. the output of the time delay 

!!-l'llerate artivitics the audible alerl gCl1cratol', 

The soulld or the alarm shows that the illtrude!' has bcen ull samc spot more than 

IIH' seconds. This sensor is placed ill a dimly lighted place where anybody that wants to 

enl<.:r the house has to stand ItH' a \vhi Ie. 

'J 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Literature Review 

The security system falls into mum categories, those concerned with fire 

protection. and those concerned with the protection against theft of property or 

information. The second group includes burglar alarm, of which this project is one of. 

The origin of security monitoring system is obscure, such as the use of locks and banned 

window. arc very ancient. 

As civilization developed. the distinction between passIve and active security was 

recognized, and responsibility for active security measures was rested on the police and 

the fire-fighting agencies, and similar public services. The inability of community 

policing and lirc departmcnts to provide all the securities desired by some individuals and 

organization. led to the slIpplemented effort by private group. [5] 

Not until seventeenth century, London had no organization which ensures the 

security of her citizens and inhabitant against crime. Only then were one thousand 

watchmen. "There are not physically and mentally competent" said Henry field, the 

magistrate and author. It was the appointment of Sir Robel1 Peel as home security in 1988 

that police was instituted six years after. They were invested in the protection and 

prevented of crime. [5] 

In 1883, George Lash Pearsian invented a system that would alarm by means of 

electronic cOlllmunication. This was initially a revolving lamp on the exterior of the 

protected premises. or the lise of bells. It was not until 1923 that the use of intruder 

alarms became generally available. Since that time, equipment has been designed which 

3 
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use the principle of ultrasonic, microwaves, infra-red light, television, current monitored 

wiring, magnetic recorders, pressure pads, vibration sensors, microphones and many 

types of switches. [5] 

Secui'ity systems in recent years have benefited considerable from advance made 

111 electronic field. The range of equipment available today includes ultrasonic, 

microwaves. television and LDR sensors. 

The more traditional ones are the window tubes and batten, pressure mats, 

switches and simple bcll systcm. Window tubes, for example, are made from aluminum 

held in position- wooden battens. Though there is threaded a small delicate cable which is 

easily broken if the tubes are tampered with, this causing a break in the electric sensing 

circuit. Most systems are designed to monitor a continuous signal by means of control 

pane\. When an intruder breaks the circuit producing the signal, the signal is interrupted 

and an alarm is set ON. The control panel is the nerve center of any security alarm 

system. This is where all the detection circuit terminates and where electronic monitors 

the circuit for the continuous presence of a voltage. When the detection equipment is 

disturbed. the circuit is broken and the control unit immediately registers the loss of . -

voltage and activates the bells. sirens or piezoelectric alarm that gives warning of an 

intrusion. The switches inserted in the frame work of a door or window. When the 

magnetic and reel are within 6mm from each other, the switch remain closed, but once 

the magnetic field is remo~ed i.e. when door or window is opened, the switch become 

opened and hence triggers an alarm. 
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Vibration transducers and inertia sensitive switch have been developed to be 

operated by high frequency vibration caused by intrusion or drilling. There is false alarm 

due to trank rumble or weather condition such as thunder. 

Another widely used switch is the pressure mat constructed from two pieces of 

foil held apart by a perforated piece of form. The switch created by this arrangement is 

open until pressure from intruder force the two piece of foil together and create a close 

switch across the circuit. thus alarming the control gadget. Touch switches are also used. 

They consist of two thin conductors with minute separation. A finger tip or touch will 

bridge the gap~ closing the circuit. If within the reach, the intruder can jump the switch 

prior to entry, it then becomes a design necessary to install in places out of reach by 

intruders. 

This project takes care of these disadvantages. This is because an intruder has to 

get close to the sensor before he can gain entry into the premises. And again, false is 

being taken care of the use the time out dclay before the alarm can be triggered. 

2.1 Theory of Electronic Components 

2.1.1 NE 555 TimeI' Ie 

The NE 555 IC timer was developed by the Signalics Corporation in 1972. It 

provides circuit designers with cheep. a stable applications it is available in a ) 4-pin dual 

in-line package and 8-pin mini dual in-line package. 
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r;1~OUND 8 VCC 

TIUGGEH 2 7 DISCHARGE 
555 TIMER 

OUTPUT 3 6 THRESHOLD 

5 CONTHOL VOLTAGE 

Fig. 2.0 8-pin T package 555 timer Ie 

The timer' comprises of 23 transistors, 2 diodes and 16 resistors in its internal 

circuitry. It functional diagram is shown in fig 2.1 

_. 

GND 
8 

~ rator 
R 7 

-{ Flip -
nop -

TRIGGER 

q I· 

I (lilt put I 
staqe '--- H compa I 6 

rato"r I 
OUT rUT 

I 
y 

RESET 
~. 

-=-
--

Fig.2.1 Functional diagram of 555 timer 

+Vcc 

DISCHARGE 

THRESHOLD 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

The functional diagram consists of two comparators, a flip-flop, two control 

transistors and a high current output stage. Two comparators are actually operational 

amplifiers that compare input voltage to internal reference voltage which are generated 

by internal voltage divider of three 5K resistors. 
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The reference voltages provided are one third and two third of Vcc. When the 

input voltage to either of the comparators is higher than the reference voltage for the 

comparator, the amplifier goes to saturation and produces an output signal to trigger the 

flip-flop. The output of the flip-flop controls the output stage of the timer. The 555 timer 

chip works fi·olll a D.C supply between 3-ISV and can source or sink up to 200mA at its 

output. 

The operation of the 555 timers is further defining the functions of all pins. The 

details regarding connection to be made to pins are as follows. 

Pin I: This is ground pin and should be connected to the negative side of the power 

supply voltage. 

Pin 2: This is the trigger input. A negative going voltage pulse applied to this pin when 

railing below 1/3 V u causes the comparator output to change state. The output level then 

switches fl·ol11 LOW to 11 IGI-I. The trigger pulse must be of shorter duration than the timc 

interval set by the external CR network other wise the output remains high until trigger 

input is driven high again. 

Pin 3: This is the output pin and is capable of sinking or sourcing a load rcquiring up to 

200mV and can drive TTL circuits. The output voltage available is approximately -1.7V 

Pin 4: This is the rest pin and is lIsed to reset the nip-flop that controls the state of output 

pin3. Reset is activated with a voltage level of between DV and D.4V and forces the 

output to go low regardle~s of the state of the other flip-flop inputs. If reset is not 

required. then pin 4 should be connected to same point as pin 8 to prevent resetting. 

Pin 5: This is the control voltage input. A voltage applied to this point to this pin allows 

the timing variations independently of the external timing network. Control voltage may 
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be varied from between 45 to 90 of the Vcc value in monostable mode. In astable mode 

the variation is from 1.7 to the full value of supply voltage. This pin is connected to the 

internal voltage divider so that the voltage measurement from here to ground should read 

2/3 of the voltage applied to pin 8. If this pin is not used it should be bypassed to ground, 

typically lise a 10nF capacitor. This helps to maintain immunity from noise. The CMOS 

ICs for most applications will require the controlled voltage to be decoupled and it should 

he left unconnected. 

Pin 6: This is the threshold input. It resets the flip-flop and hence drives the output low if 

the applied voltage rises above two-third of the voltage applied to pin 8. Additionally a 

current of minimum value 0.1 A must he sUPRlied to this pin since this determines the . . 

maximum value of resistance that can be connected between the positive side of the 

supply and this pin. For a l5V supply the maximum value of resistance is 20M. 

Pin 7: This is the discharge pin. It is connected to the collector of an NPN transistor while 

the emitter is grounded. Thus the transistor is turned on and pin 7 is effectively grounded. 

Usually the cxtcrnal timing capacitor is connected between pin 7 and ground and is thus 

discharged when the transistor goes on. 

Pin 8: This is the power supply pin and is connected to the positive end of the supply 

voltage. The voltage applied may vary from 4.5V to 16V. Although, devices which 

operate lip to 18V are availahle. 

The reset illput (55? pin 4) overrides all other inputs and the timing may be 

cancelled at any time by connecting reset to OV, this instantly makes the output low and 

discharges the capacitor. If the reset function is not required the reset pin should he 

connected to + V S. 
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• Astable application of 555 timer 

In this operational mode of the 555 timer, it is simple an oscillator. It generates a 

continuous stream of rectangle OFF-ON pulses that switches between two voltage levels. 

The frequency of the pulse and their duty cycles are dependent upon the RC network' 

values. 

2.1.2 CD4060 IC 

The CD4060 IC is a 14 stage ripple-carry binary counter/divider and oscillator 

with two oscillator terminals (Rs, Rr, and Cr), ten buffered output (03 to 09 and 011 to 

013) and an overriding a synchronous master reset input (MR). The oscillator 

configuration allows design of either RC or crystal oscillator circuits. A high level on the 

MR resets the counter (03 to 0 9 and 011 to 013). 

011 1 16 VCC 

012 2 15 09 

013 3 14 07 

05 4 13 08 

04 5 12 MR 

06 6 11 RS 

03 7 10 RT 

VSS 9 CT 
8 

Fig 2.2 Pining diagram ofCD4060 
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2.1.3 Active Components 

Active components are components which can power and require an external 

power source to operate. They induces diodes, transistors, etc their applications range 

li'om rectilier (as in diodes). amplifiers and switches. The symbols are shown below. 

DIOD!:: 

Fig 2.3 Symbols of active components 

2.1.4 Passive Components 

Passive components are components which cannot power and require an external 

power source to operate. They include resistors, capacitor, transformer, etc their 

application range frol11 light detector (as in LOR), potential divider to control current (as 

in resistor). liltration of ripples voltages and blocking of unwanted DC voltage. They 

form the clements of the work circuit oscillation stages and are also lIsed generally for 

signal conditioning ill circuits. Their symbols arc shown in Jig 2.5. 

c:c:!::D 
LOR 

-----;1 ~I ----
Canacitor 

--------~~r--------

Resistor 
Fig 2.4 Symbols ofpassivc components. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND CALCULATION 

3.0 Scct~ons of the Project 

Dark activated intruder harm system comprises of four sections 

I. The power supply unit 

II. The light detector section 

iii. The time out delay generator 

IV. The audible alert generator 

Light Time out delay Audible alert 

detector/sensor generator • generator 

Power supply 

Fig 3.0 Block diagram of Dark Activated Intruder Alarm System 

3.1 The Power Supply Unit 

For the circuit we would require a 7809 regulation as shown in fig. 3.1, which 

gives a required output of 9v. The voltage regulator input voltage above it required output 

voltage. If the input voltage is below output voltage, it would be passed out without been 

regulated ror example for a 7809, if the unregulated input voltage is greater than 9v, it 

will be regulated to 9v, but if less than 9v, for example 5v, the 5v will be outputted. To 

achieve this, the following steps were taken. 

• Stepping down the AC supply with a transformer 

11 



• Full wave rectification 

• Removal of ripple from the rectified wave form 

• Voltage regulation to desired value 

The power unit involves the transformer-bridge rectifier circuit. A 12v 

transformer is used to provide power to 7809 regulator, which produces regulated 9v. 

BRIDGE 

III 
1---.--+9V 

+ 
Cl + 

C2 

Fig 3.1 The power supply unit 

The common full wave bridge rectitier~ comprising of four diodes, is used for 

converting the 12v ac supply (i .e. output of the transformer) into corresponding roughly 

12v dc voltage. This involved ripple at the output of the bridge rectifier is filtered through 

a 25v2200 p f capacitor. 

The 7809 voltage regulator is connected in parallel across the rectifier voltage 

output. The devices are aimed for stability of the complete circuit. The 9v power supply 

from the 7809 is connected to the main circuit to the main circuit. 
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3.1.1 Working Principle of the Rectifier 

MI E 

04 OJ. 

C A 

OJ 

N- R -

'-----------~ B 

Fig 3.2 Full wave bridge recti fier 

Durillg the positive input haIr-wave cycles, terminal M of the secondary terminal 

of the transformer is positive and N is negative as shown in fig 3.2 Diodes OJ and 03 

become forward biased (ON) and diode O2 and 0.1 are reverse-biased (OFF). Hence, 

current flows along MEABCfN, producing a drop across RI,. 

Similarly. during the negative input half-wave cycle. secondary terminal of the 

transformer N is positive and M is negative. ~iode D2 and 0 4 are forward biased (ON) 

while OJ and OJ are revered biased (OFF), as shown in fig 3.2 Hence. current flows along 

NFABCEM, and producing a drop across RI.. 

This shows that current keeps flowing through RI. in the same direction at every 

half cycle of the ac input sigl~al. Consequently, point A of the bridge rectifier always acts. 

as the anode and point C acts as the cathode. The output voltage waveform across RL is 

shown below. 

13 



Fig J.Ja Input voltage waveform 

Fig 3.3c Output voltage waveform during the 
negative cycles 

Fig 3.3b Output voltage wavefonn during the 
Positive cycle 

Fig 3.3d Output voltage waveform 

Fig 3.3 voltage waveforms 

3.1.2 Analysis of the Power Supply 

From the regulator Ie to work perfectly, the input voltage must be slightly above 

+9v, so that it will regulate the output. Assume that the input to the Ie regulator is 14v. 

Since each of the diodes drops 0.6v and 4 rectifying diodes form the full-wave bridge, the 

voltage drop across them will then be 0.6 x 4 = 2.4v 

The peak voltage will be = (14 + 2.4)v = 16.4v 

I 
16.4 16.4 

rills vo tage = --,- = -- = 1 J.6v 
1"2 1.4 
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Hence, a transformer of a preferred value of 12v was employed i.e. 220112v transformer 

Assuming a ripple voltage of 12% 

12 
d\' = - x 16.4 

.10 

= 2.0 

I 1 ] 
dl = - = .--.-=- = 0.0] 

2/ 2 x 50 100 

The required load current was about O.4A 

, dl O.4xO.O] 
:. (I = -- = ------ = 2000p( 

. d\' 2 

A nearest value of 2200 J.I f was chosen for the capacitance. To reduce the ripple 

left a 16v 1000 J.I f capacitance is used (i.e. C2). 

3.2 Light DetectOio/Sensor Section 

. . 
The light detector section of this project consist of the light dependent resistor 

(LOR). comparator (NE 555) IC and resistor. 

3.2.1 Light Dependent Resistor 

The light dependent resistor IS made from sulphur compound. It has high 

resistance at darkness (about I 111 ohm) and low resistance at bright light (less than I k n). 

[2] 

The LDR is placed in a dimly lighted area where anybody coming into the house 

must stay for some seconds. It is wired in a potential divider network with a 50 n 

variable resistor to adjust the sensitivity of the system to the trigger condition. Since the 

resistance of a LOR varies inversely as the amount of light reaching it surface, any form 

of shadow been cast on it triggers the alarm. 

15 



3.2.2 The Comparator Ie (NE 555) 

The N E 555 has a Schmitt trigger encapsulated inside it. The Schmitt trigger 

inside of the NE555 comprises of two comparators with switching thresholds of 1/3 Vee 

and 2/3 Vee When the voltage on the comparator pins of the NE 555 (i.e. pins 2 and 6) is 

greater than the upper switching threshold. i.e. 2/3 Vee, the output, pin 3, switches LOW. 

Conversely, when the voltage at pins 2 and 6 fall below the low switching threshold of 1/3 

Vee, pin 3 switches HIGH. 

At normal lighting conditions, the output of the Schmitt trigger is LOW and when 

shadO\v falls on t-he LDR. the output of the Schmitt trigger is HIGH. 

+9V 

LDR 
4 8 

6 

3 

2 

50KQ 

1 

Fig 3.4 LRD-Schmitt trigger light detector. 
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3.3 The Time-Out Delay Generator 

To avoid false alarm due to passer by that may cross the sensor, a time-out delay 

feature is implemented. This is realized using a CD 4060 14- stage ripple counter/divider 

and oscillation. It has an integral oscillatiun generating an output frequency of 

F = --~!- where Rr and C, are indicated bclow 
2.3R/·, 

11 
CD4060 

10 

9 

Fig 3.5 RrCr on the CD 4060 

The device has an active HIGH master rest pin that is usc to t:nable or disable the 

time-out delay. The CD 4060 oscillator is wircd of an output frcqucncy of about 20011 3 

by choice of tinning componcnts shown in tig 3.5 since a delay of 5 seconds is needed 

before the alarm is triggered, therefore, 

I I 
• F =i = .5 == O.2H / 

Since tile base frequency is 2001 Iz. the frequency is divided down by a factor of 

1000 and yields the desired delay. 

211 = 1000 
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Therefore, output 013 is tapped to yield approximate time delay. The RESET 

input on the counter is controlled as shown in fig 3.6 

16 
+9V ~ RESET 

RESET (12) 1-----/ 1 
D2 -=- from the 

schmi tt trigger 
- D3 -

0\3r-~----------~ 
to alarm subsystem 

CD4060 08 
DIODE 

IK 

1000K 
1 0 t---"-----{ 

<j f---------j t-----' 

0.1 ~lf 

Fig 3.6 Wiring o[CO 4060 

Pin 12, till: master reSl:t input on the device is pulled high to 1·9v via a 10k n resistor. An 

NPN transistor, QI. is used as an open-collector device on the input. 

• Analysis of thc timc-out dchly 

With light falling on the LOR, the output of the comparator is LOW, QI is tumed OFF, 

llnd ..jO(l() is RI:SI-:T. Wht:IJ .shadow falls on thl: LDR. the output of the comparator is 

• 1I1( ill. turning ON QI and activating thl: master reset at the pre-programmed output 

frequency. Time-delay logic states appear on different pins of the counter. 
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• 

If the duration of obstruction of light from the sensor is less then the time-out 

delay. the 4060 is instantly reset. However. if the delay elapses, 013 switches HIGH, 

forcing QI ON through a feedback as shown in fig 3.6. The system is now LOCKED and 

the only way to unlock is the use of RESET button. 

At the instant of 013 going high. an active high switching logic is sent to the 

audible alert subsystcm. When 013 gocs high. a HIGH is also applied to pin 11 of the 

4060. disabling further productioll of pulse. Thus. preventing a roll-over. 

3.4 The audible Alert Generator 

This sectic>I1 consists of the audio oscillator and the piezoelectric alarm. 

3.4.1 The Audio Oscillatol' 

The 555 timer Ie has earlier b,ecn discussed, is configure lJ1 astable mode to 

generate a continuous stream of rectangular OFF-bN pulses. 

Vee 

~"A I J 
8 4 

'7 

[ RB 

J 
6 Outpu t \.,raveform 

7. 
1 

-~-

- -

Fig 3.7 Astable oscillator 
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Thc 555 oscillatl)r produce an output ti'cqucncy of 

F=[ 1.44 ]Hz (R., +ii;f . 

Where RA, Rn and C are as shown in fig 3.7. An audio tone of 700Hz is 

predetermined to be generated by the r.:ircuit. independenL of the duty cycle. RA is chose 

as I k n. C as 0.1 Jl r. Back substituting for RB yield an approximate value of 10k 0 . 

• Calculating using the values or the timing components. 

0.1 ~If 

[ 
1.44 1 F = .-...... ----.. ----.. /-/z 

(10.0 x 20.(00)1 ()" i 

'=680I-lz 

The oscillator output is wired to a TIP41 C transistor as shown below. 

6 

ON 

-~')I) t. 10 I 
or·'r' 

3300 
3 1-----C==1---I Q::: T I P4 1 C 

4.7K 
Q3 TIPIJ1C 

Logic: irorn IJ060 

Fig 3.8 Audio oscillator 
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The TIP4K transistors have a typical fJ of 40 (from the date sheet). It is required 

to sink about O.SA through the piezoelectric alarm at 9v. 

( = O.SA = fJIH 

I = 0.5/ = 12 SmA 
II 140 . 

A value of 330 n is used to allow for lesser gain parts. Q2 and Q3 form a 2 input 

"NAND" gate with Q3 molding the switching logic for Q2. Q2 is supplied with a base 

drive at all time, but only when 03 is ON is 02 able to sink current through the 

piezoelectric alarm to respond to audio output. Q3 is switched on by 013 HIGH output 

when the time-out delay elapses, switching ON ~2 and producing an audio output. 

3.4.1 The Piezoclectdc Alann 

A piezoelectric alarm is kind of transducer that converts electrical pulse into 

sound. [t is made to produce a sound that is based on the frequency of the wave that is 

imputed into it. This alarm employs technology that allows continuous tone. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONSTRUCTION, TEST AND CASING 

4.1 Construction 

The construction was done was in a module-to-module pattern. The power supply 

"vas the tirst stage to he constructed. It was coupled on the breadboard, and latter 

transferred to the veroboard. The other stages were coupled on the breadboard, using the 

already constructed power supply unit to verifier the integrity of the circuit, it was then 

transferred to the verohoard. 

The components were soldered on the veroboard using lead and 60w soldering 

iron. This provides electrical continuity and firmness on the board. Jumper-wire were use 

to connect various point together ai1d also to bridge the connection between the 

compom;nts making lip sections. The stages were tested to ensure that there were no 

deviation li'om the desired speci ficatiol1. 

4.2 Testing and Result 

In carrying out the test basie component of this project, the main instrument used 

arc ohm meter. ll1ultimeter and frequency meter. 

Testing carried out on the light dependent resistor, the output and input power 

supply to each stage and the output of each stage. 

Ohmmeter was used to measure the resistor of the LOR at bright light and 

darkness. At bright light. the resistance of the LOR was 220hl11 while at darkness; it was 

above 1 OOkohm. which depends in the surrounding. 

The output power of the rectifier stage is measured using millimeter. This was 

found to be 13-14v DC. The voltage at the input of the voltage regulator IC was l3.4v 
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and the output was 9v. this is the voltage that was used to supply other stages of the 

project. 

Frequency meter was use to measure the output of the astable multivibrator at the 

audio alert gelierator section of the project. 

4.3 Construction of Casing 

The casing is made up of plastic of the casing is rectangular box. The size is 

chosen such that it can contain the transformer and veroboard which contain all the 

components. II has the following dimensions: 

Length = 135mm 

Width = 100111111 

Hcight - 70111111 
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CHAI>TER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Con~lusion 

The design and construction of Dark Activated Intruder Alarm system was 

necessitated by the need of water tight security both in our homes and offices. This 

particular design was made to ensure effective security at a lower cost. This project is 

more reliable than keeping pet such as dog or parrot to scare away intruders is to notify 

when an intruder approaches a house. 

In the design of this project, however, some problems were encountered which are 

not impossible to solve, such as availability of component which leads to modification of 

the design and choice of alternative cori1ponents to sui t the aim of the project. 

In the event of mass production of this device, the manufacturer has to increase 

the sensor point and sensitivity of the sensor, so that it can be use by a large building or 

oflice complex. 

The availability of A.C power source is very important in the operation of this 

design. This reduces the cost of the battery to be used to operate the project. 

5.2 Recommendation 

This project design is recommended for in home and offices. It can be used in the 

low cost houses where many nats are within same fence. It can be use in the office 

complex by the individual offices, so as to determine intrusion into the office. 

Also. there is still room for further work on this project design to achieve its total 

completeness. It could he designed sllch that there will be indicator light that will come 
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on the moment the sensor senses a shadow. Although, the alarm will not activated, but 

that will tell the person monitoring the security that there is someone around. 

It is also recommended that a flash light should be incorporated in the case if it is 

a deaf person' that is around when there is intruder. This will also enable the security man 

on duty to know at a glance that there is an intruder around. 
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